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Storyline 
In 2067, a global famine caused humanity to abandon scientific pursuits such as space exploration. Ex-

NASA pilot Joseph Cooper is forced to work as a farmer. One day, Cooper experiences a gravitational 

"anomaly" in his daughter Murph's bedroom. He deduces it to be a pattern of GPS coordinates and 

arrives at a secret NASA facility headed by Professor Brand. Brand explains to Cooper that it is 

engaged in a secret mission to discover an exoplanet capable of supporting life and that he is working 

on a gravity-equation. He enlists Cooper's help to pilot an exploratory spacecraft with three other 

scientists – Romilly, Doyle, and Brand’s daughter Amelia. The crew travels through a wormhole on 

board the Endurance to pass through to another galaxy. Their mission is to investigate three planets, 

orbiting a supermassive black hole called Gargantua, each of which was previously explored by a 

NASA scientist-explorer. 

 

The first planet is an aqua planet. The NASA explorer there is found dead, and one of their crew – 

Doyle – drowns after being caught in a massive tidal wave. The same tide also causes the probe's 

engines to be filled with water, forcing Cooper and Amelia to wait for them to dry out. They return to 

the Endurance in an hour, finding that 23 years have passed aboard due to the time dilation caused by 

the planet's proximity to Gargantua. In those 23 years, Murph has become a scientist, and begun 

working with Brand at NASA. She learns from a dying Professor Brand that he had given up on 

solving his gravity-equation, knowing that information is needed from inside a black hole. Instead, he 

put their mission's hopes on Cooper's team establishing a space colony using pre-fertilized eggs on a 

new habitable planet. 

 

At the second planet, the crew find its explorer, Mann, to be alive and awaken him from cryostasis. He 

eventually reveals to Cooper that he lied about the planet's habitability in the hope that NASA sent a 

mission to rescue him. Romilly dies in an explosion when he attempts to access the system's logs, 

while Mann tries to kill Cooper and hijack the Endurance spacecraft. Mann is killed when his craft 

fails to dock properly, and Cooper regains command of the Endurance. Cooper realizes that the 

Endurance only has enough resources for one person to safely complete their mission. He initiates a 

slingshot move around Gargantua, setting it to use gravity and be propelled to the final planet. At the 

last minute, he sacrifices himself by detaching from the spaceship and falling into the black hole, so 

that Amelia might safely complete the mission. 

 

Cooper survives and finds himself inside a five-dimensional tesseract, out of view from beyond the 

event horizon. From inside he can see moments in time from inside Murph's childhood bedroom. He 

finds her returning to look for clues to the gravity-equation, and he contacts her by manipulating items 

in the room with gravity to communicate through Morse code. Deducing that this construct has been 

created by future humans with the ability to time-travel, Cooper imparts to her the information she 

needs. With his mission completed, he is ejected by the future beings, who return him to the Solar 

System. He is reunited with a now elderly Murph, who he learns has used the gravity-equation to lead 

humanity's exodus from Earth. She advises him to seek out Amelia, and he sets off. Meanwhile, on the 

mission's final planet, Amelia is setting up a new colony for future humans to inhabit. She removes her 

helmet and breathes in the air, showing that the planet is capable of supporting human life. 

 

Cast  
Matthew McConaughey as Joseph Cooper,[a] a widowed NASA pilot who, after the agency was 

closed by the government, had become a farmer 

Anne Hathaway as Dr. Amelia Brand, a NASA scientist, and astronaut 

Jessica Chastain as Murphy "Murph" Cooper, Joseph's daughter, who eventually becomes a NASA 

scientist 

Mackenzie Foy as young Murph 

Ellen Burstyn as elderly Murph 



John Lithgow as Donald, Cooper's elderly father-in-law 

Michael Caine as Professor John Brand, a high-ranking NASA scientist, ideator of Plan A, former 

mentor of Cooper, and father of Amelia 

David Gyasi as Romilly, another high-ranking NASA member, and Endurance crew member 

Wes Bentley as Doyle, a high-ranking NASA member, and Endurance crew member 

Casey Affleck as Tom Cooper, Joseph's son, who eventually grows up to become a farmer 

Timothée Chalamet as young Tom 

Matt Damon as Mann, a NASA astronaut sent to an icy planet during the Lazarus program 

Bill Irwin as TARS (voice and puppetry) and CASE (puppetry) 

Josh Stewart as CASE (voice) 

Topher Grace as Getty, Murph's colleague and love interest 

Leah Cairns as Lois, Tom's wife 

David Oyelowo as School Principal 

Collette Wolfe as Ms. Hanley 

William Devane as Williams, another NASA member 

Elyes Gabel as Administrator 

Jeff Hephner as Doctor 

Russ Fega as Crew Chief 

 
Parents Guide 

Argentina:13  Australia:M  Austria:12  Brazil:10  Canada:PG  Canada:G (Quebec)  Chile:TE+7  Colombia:12  Czechia:12 

(original rating)  Denmark:11  Ecuador:Not Rated (self-applied)  Egypt:13+ (self-applied)  Finland:K-12  France:Tous 

publics  France:13 (self-applied)  Germany:12  Hong Kong:IIA  Hungary:12  India:UA  Indonesia:R (self-applied)  

Ireland:12A  Ireland:12 (video)  Israel:13 (self-applied)  Italy:T  Japan:G  Lithuania:N-13  Malaysia:P13  Mexico:B  

Netherlands:12  New Zealand:M  Nigeria:G  Norway:12 (2015, cinema rating)  Philippines:PG-13  Poland:12  

Portugal:M/12  Romania:A.G. (cinema rating)  Russia:12+ (theatrical rating)  Russia:16+ (video rating)  Saudi Arabia:G  

Singapore:PG13  South Africa:10-12  South Korea:12  Spain:12  Sweden:11  Switzerland:12  Taiwan:13+ (self-applied)  

Thailand:G  Turkey:13A  United Kingdom:12A  United Kingdom:12 (video rating)  United States:TV-14 (TV rating)  

United States:PG-13 (certificate #49218)  United States:TV-PG (recommended rating)  Ukraine:16  United Arab 

Emirates:PG-15 (self-applied)  Vietnam:C13 

Sex & Nudity 

None 

Violence & Gore 

Mild 

Profanity 

Mild 

Alcohol, Drugs & Smoking 

None 

Fighting & Intense Scenes 

Moderate 

 

MPAA Rated PG-13 for some intense perilous action and brief strong language. 
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